
How Is That Hate Exactly? 

Our slogan is 14 Words: "We Must Secure The Existence Of Our People And A Future For White 

Children." How is that hate? 

 

We do not identify here what (((group))) holds political power in the once-White nations and 

who has sentenced the White race to death through mass-migration and forced-

assimilation of non-Whites into each and every last White country. How is that hate?  

 

The White race is near or less than 8% of earth's population and are a dwindling global 

minority. Near or less than 2% of that are White females of child-bearing age or younger, 

the vital demographic for the survival of a race as the life of a race is in the wombs of its 

women. Yet under the existing (((media, religions and governments))), the last White women 

are being induced to mate with non-Whites wholesale. These are demographic facts.  

How is that hate? 

 

If Whites do not immediately establish an exclusive White nation , then the beauty of White 

woman will soon cease to exist on earth forever. We are taught to dread the extinction of 

spotted owls, so why is it a hate crime to love and preserve one's race?  

How is that hate? 

 

The (((controlled media))) deceives the White race by calling the colored races "minorities" when 

they are more than 92% of earth's population, thus disguising their genocide campaign 

against Whites by implying that Whites are a secure majority. These lies and deceit must be 

exposed. How is that hate? 

 

We obey the first and highest Law of Nature, the preservation of our own race.  

How is that hate? 

 

(((Those))) who control the once-White nations deny us White nations, White schools, 

White organizations and everything necessary for racial survival. We resist this deliberate 

and malicious genocide. How is that hate? 

 

The last hope for the preservation of the White race is massive and immediate distribution 

of the truth, such as this flier exposes. Act now with the fanaticism of desperation and help 

us spread millions of copies. How is that hate? 

They say they are “anti-racist”. What they are is anti-White. 

“Anti-Racist” is a code word for Anti-White. Their agenda is White Genocide.  

Become a Pro-White activist: http://WhiteGenocide.info/ 


